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August and September were busy months for RC Tai Po. We had many important club events. From 15-19
August, we had formed a team of 12 including family members led by our International Service Chair Henry
Wang to attend the club installation ceremony of our sister club in Manila, Rotary Club of Makati San Lorenzo.
After the Club Installation, they had also arranged a tour to different places of the city for enjoying various
types of food in Manila which was a new experience to our members.
Following the visit to Manila, I had also attended the award ceremony of Rotaractors on 18th August with our
Youth Committee, PDG Anthony, PP Peter and PP Claire. It was very encouraging that our Rotaract Club of Tai
Po had been awarded the Outstanding International Service Project under the leadership of Scarlet Li, the
outgoing President. Let’s give a big hand to RACTP. I had also attended RACTP club Installation ceremony on 7
September for officially handing over of the president role from PP Scarlet to P Henry.
On 12 August, our AG Brendon visited our club and shared with us the
important messages from the District including the citation as well as the
Rotary theme this year. He also gave us some tips on how to achieve the club
citation and offered a lot of support on various aspects. Salute to AG Brendon.
We had our first theme night of this Rotary year (Chili Party) on 30 August
which was full of fun, laughter, spicy food, games and music. It was very

In September, the joint club DG’s visit was held at Royal Plaza Hotel at Prince
Edward. 11 clubs from Area 6 joined in hosting the event. Prior to dinner, we
had a 20 mins meeting with DG and the district officers to discuss about the
club affairs. DG expressed his appreciation to our club contribution and
encouraged us to recruit more members.

Apart from the above, I had also attended the JPM, Area 6 fellowship dinner,
club installation of our Baby Club, RC Central, Charter Ceremony of a new
club, RC Kwai Tsing as well as meeting with community services partners etc…
It was really a fruitful month and I had learned a lot from every single event.

enjoyable evening with the club members and
families. Thanks team 1 members for their
excellent team works and creative ideas which
made it a very special meeting with all
participants. Appreciation also goes to our team
leader PP Wilson and PP William for the fantastic
leadership.



Street-wise children are not as common in Hong Kong these days because children are
so well-taken care of by parents. There might have been more of them in past
generations when kids have to fend for themselves since a tender age. Having said that,
it looks like children of the present age are cleverer than we were. Or, more aptly put,
they are smarter. However, I’d rather that they are wise than simply being clever or
smart.
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Aladdin is a well-known fantasy story from the Arabian Nights. The
plot follows Aladdin, a street urchin, as he falls in love with Princess
Jasmine, befriends a wish-granting Genie, and battles the wicked
Jafar. The recent film is a live action adaptation of the Disney
cartoon which I had fallen in love with in the late 90s. PP Charles’
granddaughter Carrie Ann also played Jafar in a recent school play.

In the fast-paced Hong Kong, anyone can easily be trained to
act smart to survive. That’s why from a young age, children
were taught to be smart: when an MTR approaches, don’t lose
out! Rush in to grab a seat as quickly as possible. In studies,
learn the exam tricks to get good grades. In games, score high
with smart tips. Parents and teachers congratulate you on
being smart. Little thought is spared for the under-achieved.
What about compassion…oh, well, maybe it is touched upon in
Religious Studies lessons … but these are not examinable
subjects so why waste much thoughts on them?

These children grow up and the society is laden with such smart guys or elites. Businessmen greedily achieve
whatever is the most profitable; developers ruthlessly maximize every inch of land use; and those with authority
are not shy to abuse its use. Graduates ask for jobs with quick returns. Those joining political parties look to
benefit from the ultimate sources of power.
These are rather dismal thoughts. Cleverness and smartness are easy to come by. Not so with wisdom.
Wisdom comprises pursuit for knowledge, thoughts about life and persistence to achieve ideals. How much
wisdom one possesses determines one’s outlook to life and values. It is easy to be a smart guy. It is a lot more
difficult to be a wise man. The recent demonstrations and commotions show our younger generation as a very
smart bunch. They exhibited cleverness in holding the government at ransom. Their actions are clever, but
definitely unwise. Oh, how I wish there really is a Genie to come and render help!
All is not lost though! If you had heard the Happy Sharing by
the 3 second generation of RCTP, respectively Ryan (son of CM
and Joan), Alaric (son of William and Bebe) and Angel (daughter
of Louis and Margie) when they spoke to us at our AG Visit
meeting on 12 August, you would feel that HK still has a bright
future. Even though the 3 of them study, or has studied,
abroad they display the maturity, courtesy and gratefulness that
any parent would be proud of. Also, their visions of and
missions in life warm your heart. They are wise kids no doubt!
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ROTARYMany of us love to visit Japan so when Tsubaki san became our club leader in 2011-12,
some of us were wondering if we could develop new sister club relations in Japan ?
However obviously the biggest obstacle is the language barrier as there were no English-
speaking club in Japan and most Japanese Rotarians, many of them senior executives, do
not communicate well in English. But Rotary is fast changingwith more young members
even in Japan; so maybe we can expect more young Japanese Rotarians can now
communicate in English. In any case, one piece of good news isthat in fact there is now
one Bilingual club in Tokyo. So next time when we travel therewe can consider checking
it out and do make-up? Let us take a look at this article about such Rotary club.

Rotary Club of Tokyo Hiroo, Japan
東京広尾東京広尾東京広尾東京広尾ロータリークラブ

Even by the standards of Tokyo, one of the world’s great culinary cities, the
spread on Yoko Hattori’s dining room table is impressive. On this evening in
May, the 2018-19 governor of District 2750 has prepared rolls of maki sushi, filled
with fresh crab and cucumber, and golden brown pockets ofinari tofu rice. There
are deep red slices of seared katsuo tuna and a plate of melt-in-your-mouth braised
pork belly, orkakuni, simmered for hours in soy sauce, sake, and ginger.

There are non-Japanese delicacies too: The dinner, after all, is for members of Hattori’s Rotary Club of Tokyo Hiroo, whohail from six
countries on four continents. Alain Wacziarg, a Parisian who has lived in Tokyo for 45 years, has brought a loaf ofpain de campagne
and authentic Camembert. There’s even guacamole. “Hattori-san made it,” says Pablo Puga, the club’s lone Mexican, using the Japanese
honorific title for his hostess. If this dinner feels more festive than a typical Rotary gathering, there’s good reason.Several times a year,
the club breaks from its regular Thursday lunchtime schedule and holds a less formal evening meeting at a member’s home.

Because of its international connections, Tokyo Hiroo is particularly well positioned for global
service. For more than a decade, the club has led a project in Kenya that began when Dennis
Awori, Kenya’s former ambassador to Japan, was a member of the Hiroo club. Since then,
working with the Rotary Club of Nairobi-East, where Awori isnow a member, and several other
Japanese clubs, Tokyo Hiroo has supported the constructionof more than 30 wells across
Kenya. The wells are drilled using a 19th-century Japanese technique known askazusa-bori that
a small group of people can carry out using locally availablematerials.“These wells are
perfect for rural areas, because they don’t require electricity,” says Michiko Mitarai, who
traveled to Kenya with a group of Tokyo Hiroo members in 2013.The project has received two
Rotary Foundation grants.

Nikolaus Boltze, the 2019-20 club president, is a German whohas lived in Japan for two decades; he says Tokyo Hiroo’s greatest
strength is the diversity of its members. In a way, this is also its greatest challenge: Many foreign members come to Tokyoon temporary
assignments, he says, which means turnover is high. But despite the challenges, the club is growing: According to Boltze, membership
has increased by 50 percent in recent years and remains steady as the club looks forward to a busy year. Next July and August, during the
2020 Olympics, the club plans to host meetings and events to welcome foreign Rotarians who come to Japan for the games. At the end of
that year, it will celebrate its 20th anniversary.

From Rotarian magazine Sept. 2019

Today, the club meets in nearby Roppongi, a neighborhood that’s home to multinational corporations, luxury retailers,and some of
Tokyo’s most famous nightlife. Its regular meeting venue, the Roppongi Hills Club, is on the 51st floor of a Tokyo landmark: the 54-
story Mori Tower, which boasts a rooftop observation deck that offers a 360-degree view of the world’s largest metropolitan area. On a
clear day, you can even see the distant peak of Japan’s tallest mountain, Fuji.

Tokyo Hiroo (東京広尾), Japan’s only bilingual club, prides itself on being different. While most Rotarians in Japan are older men, the
youngest of this club’s 30 members. Meetings are conducted in Japanese and English, and most members can speak both. Chartered in
2001, the Rotary Clis 33, and about half of them are womenub ofTokyo Hiroo was the result of a push by Wacziarg and other expatriate
Rotarians to start an English-speaking club in the Japanesecapital. It was named after Tokyo’s Hiroo district, an upmarket neighborhood
of condominiums, boutiques, and embassies where many of itsmembers resided.

The club also supports causes closer to home. It sponsors an Interact club at the Canadian International School Tokyo andevery few
years hosts a foreign university student through a Rotary Yoneyama Memorial Foundation scholarship (Umekichi Yoneyama was the
man who brought Rotary to Japan in 1920). Because club members are fluent in English, they’re important assets for District 2750, which
includes non-Japanese-speaking clubs from the Pacific states of Palau and Micronesia and the U.S. territories of Guam and the Northern
Mariana Islands. Members host students selected by clubs there to visit Japan on exchanges.



Art Theme Night at the “SR Gallery
Cafe” in Causeway Bay 9 May 2011
which featured art-related quiz and
introduction of many world famous
paintings arranged by PP Peter and his
team. As usual in those days, dinner
ended with Karaoke by many of our
Rotarian singers like PP Francis, PP
Roger, PP Louis and PP Jacky . . .

Game time during Theme Night party at a
restaurant (The Box) in IFC May, 2013.September Birthday stars celebration at Theme Night

party at the residents’ clubhouse in PP Dennis’ home in
TaiWai Sep. 2011. Remember the beer drinking contest?
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Peter Lam

“北漏洞北漏洞北漏洞北漏洞 Night" Vietnamese Night at 金牛苑 restaurant in
TsimShaTsui May 2015. Glad to have the presence of
Rotarian Sasha & Viol!

“Viva Wisdom” Theme Night at HKUST April 2017
featuring deluxe western menu and fun games.

2011

2013

2017

2015

2011
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For the next stop, we stopped by Queen Street Mall to do some shopping.
Almost anything can be found there! After having a scrumptious lunch at
Chinatown, we continued our trip by going to South Bank Parklands, the super
cool parkland renowned for different kinds of attractions such as the Arbour
and the Wheel of Brisbane.

I LOVE AUSTRALIA!

“I love Australia!” These are the words that are on my new T-shirt.
Elizabeth Law, 

daughter of PP Natalie Kwok

A few weeks ago, I went to Australia’s
Brisbane, Gold Coast and Sydney along with
JPC members. You probably couldn’t imagine
how much fun we had. As it was my first time

Finally getting ready to meet Gold Coast, we said our farewells to Brisbane and continued our journey. We
stayed at the hotel and had a delicious dinner buffet. Excited for the next part of the interesting trip,
we took a group photo at the fabulous, remarkable, undoubtedly well known, 40 miles Gold Coast Beach.

Next, we visited the Queensland Museum
and Science Center. There, we saw
dinosaur remains, various kinds of animals
and insects etc.

(Not to mention not having my parents to
boss me around all day……)

After disembarking the plane, we were greeted by a majestic night
view of Brisbane, exactly what we need to boost our feelings towards
the great capital of Queensland. Arriving wearily at the Brisbane hotel, we rested there until the morning.
The next day, we were in high spirits as we eagerly went to Mount Coot-Tha. Mount Coot-Tha is a mountain
and a suburb, one of Brisbane’s most popular tourist attractions and it completely blew off my mind when I
saw the magnificent scenery there.
Later on, we arrived at the famous public square, King George Square. Recalling what I saw, I remember a
statue of King George V and a very meaningful history hidden deep inside.

to travel without my parents guiding me, it was a whole lot different. I
felt both edgy and thrilled, mainly because I was tense about whether
I’d be arriving at the gate late or missing the plane or messing up
with the routes to the gate, and
enthusiastic about the upcoming
activities we were going to participate.
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For the second day at Gold Coast, the paradise country awaits. We enjoyed a sheep fur shearing show
which was all time funny. After the shearer finished shearing the sheep fur, he put a bunch of it on a bold
man’s head, turning him into Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, you can imagine.
We also visited the Aquis Farm, a horse breeder farm and learned tons more about horses and also found
out how cute and soft they actually are once you get to know them.

We spent the rest of the afternoon in Dream World, the Gold Coast Theme Park. We enjoyed a wide
variety of stimulating rides and roller coasters, and of course didn’t forget the souvenirs! We also
took pictures and selfies with some adorable koalas and kangaroos. When it was my turn it almost
pooped on my hand…not very nice…
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During this trip, I have learned a lot of useful
information and it has broadened my vision. It’s not just
about fun, but the things I’ve learned during this trip
will surely be a benefit to me in the future. A Chinese
proverb says “It’s better to travel far than to read
voluminously.” This trip also increased the bond between
me and the other JPC members. I absolutely have to
say, simply splendid for an introverted person like me to
even create a bond with others, not to mention
strengthening it in only 9 days……”Terrifically
outstanding improvement.” I praised myself silently.
When this trip came to an end, a remarkable and
unforgettable memory follows no matter where I go. I
would remember it as my first activity as a JPC member.
I am glad to have this marvelous chance to be given this
superb opportunity to participate in this fantastic trip.
I hope you enjoyed this piece of sharing and God bless.

On the next day, we went to the freezing cold Blue Mountain and
watched a wonderful live Waradah Show. The Blue Mountain is known
for its dramatic scenery of landscape and the “Three Sisters
Legend”.

On the last and final stay in Sydney, we were
given a very big opportunity: visiting the
Sydney police station. We took a glimpse of
their facilities and understood more about
them, their hard work and determination to
keep us safe. Last but not least, we visited
the aquarium and took pictures with all kinds
of sea creatures and got closer to them to
learn more about them. At the Sydney
airport, I saw a Rotary donation box and
donated my remaining cash in it.

On the last day in Gold Coast, we spent it by enjoying our visit at Warner Bros Movie World, mostly
featuring DC superheroes. I usually adore Marvel superheroes. Don’t get me wrong, but after visiting this
theme park, I figured out my opinion was wrong. DC isn’t that bad after all. This experience also inspired
me for the topic of my new book! Once you get to experience it for yourself, you’ll get what I mean.

Departing Gold Coast, boarding to Sydney, our trip couldn’t be less
cool. We went to a fish market in Sydney, which the food there, no
matter cooked or raw, I absolutely have to say is super duper tasty.
Next, we visited the ever so grand Opera House. We learned about
the great history of it and it highly increased our knowledge about it.

After enjoying the whole afternoon of bewilderment with Wonder Women, Superman, Batman, the Flash,
Green Lantern, Cyborg and Aqua man, we went to Harbour Town Factory Outlet, as usual, for shopping!
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Visit to Rotary Club of Makati San Lorenzo
Ronald Chung

The RCTP put together a team of 12 strong to our sister club of Makati San
Lorenzo this year to continue building fellowship and international goodwill.
This year’s team is led by President KF with Henry, together with PP Pearl,
putting in a lot of efforts together to ensure the trip an enjoyable and
successful one for everyone.

The Departed

The flight departed a bit late, mostly due to the airport
being busy, needing to clear out stuck flights from
prior day(s); but otherwise, it was a smooth ride. There
were not a lot of conversations going on because
everyone got up early and needed time to recover and
catch up with the sleep deprived?

The key theme prior to departure was, unfortunately, whether the team can depart
safely and on time with the unfortunate on-going events in Hong Kong. To make
sure things work, members of the team all planned an early departure from home
to make sure they can arrive the airport early with plenty of time to spare to make
sure they can get through check in and immigration (if they were not blocked by
protestors, AND the flight was not going to be cancelled). How about picking up
PP Peter at 5.30 AM for a 9 AM flight? Why would people in the name of fighting
for “freedom” affect the freedom of others to choose and live a normal life? While
there were slow downs and inconvenience and crowds, everyone in the team
arrived the gate safe and sound and on time.

After the warm greeting and the usual ride to our USUAL Peninsula hotel … anyone who were there previous year(s),
but not this year…, here’s a bit of memory lane with familiar places and familiar faces…

I was sitting next to Henry and found out a big secret
of Henry’s... as much as he has travelled, he was pretty
lost in economy class (because he rarely travels
economy�)
Upon arrival, we, a group in white from an area in the New Territories, were warmly greeted by our host. The only
man-in-black (tall, young and good looking… please note: is the President Elect).

After everyone checked in,
we met up the host for lunch
at the hotel, a lot of catching
up. See how comfortable our
team leader, Henry, is? We
are fortunate to have him to
lead our group.

is properly taken care of. 
In fact, PP Peter had time to spare to make sure everyone’s welfare
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With President KF leading
RCTP as the key guests.

A Few #1

Strangely, as much as PP Ron has worked in around the region, from Tokyo to
Bombay (yeah… the old guard calls it Bombay… young guys… google it and look
up where Bombay is), this is his first trip to the Philippines, and what a rewarding
trip this is for PP Ron! He found his classmate of “Peace through Service, 2012 –
13” President, PP Tessie!

This is the first time KF visited the Philippines, and his first trip out… he’s already
the leader!

In the meantime, a very senior member of the group, our team leader, Henry, shares his birthday with the
youngest member of the group, President KF’s daughter, Chloe.

The Main event

At the other corner are a team of heavy weighs including the current club
leader, KF, and his family; our longest Manila attending Rotarian, PP Peter,
and our current record holder for the longest serving past president, PP
Armstrong and his family.
As you can tell from the smiles… it’s nice to be able to relax and be away
from the tension in Hong Kong. Who would have guessed… the
Philippines, at this given day, provides a peaceful sanctuary over Hong
Kong. Rotary does bring peace.
After a bit of a break, the team, after some quick shopping contributing
to the Philippines economy by certain Rotaryannes, regrouped and got ready for the main event of the trip,
the RCMSL’s Induction the same evening. 
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It’s not just all fun and play. President KF, Team leader Henry, PP Peter and Danny used “spare” time during the
trip to meet up with our sister club’s leadership to iron out a few details for opportunities to serve together.

After the business meeting, our host threw us a farewell
party at one of the members’ house.
When going to the farewell party, one group in our team
learned how bad traffic in Manila can be on a Friday during
rushed hour. It took a LONG 3 hours to cover just under
30 KM of distance (it reminded me of our Thailand trip in
2012, again from the Peninsula Hotel… of course, 2012
– 13 President was PP Ron… moral of the story is… if you
go on a trip with PP Ron that starts from the Peninsula
Hotel… make sure you go to the bathroom to unload first,
otherwise, one may suffer some unpleasant experience.)

… in the meantime, our young
ones making friends and having
fellowship with the young ones of
the sister club outside of the
house, very different atmosphere.

The long farewell, is long, because it’s not just a farewell
dinner, but also a farewell lunch… and we were…
picked up at the hotel…

A BIG thank you
for the warm
hospitality by
President KF and
Team leader
Henry.

… and the 1st timers 
(HK boys) 
declared… 
We’ll be BACK !

Finally, the group is together, with a new, but very senior,
member of our host.

The Play-hard Group also Work-Hard

How long is a Farewell?

yes, that’s a bit of a band in the
Again, President KF and Team leader Henry, representing
RCTP, shared our well-wishes with the host. Just a note,
house, but what’s more impressive is that the “singers” were actually opera singers. So,
imagine “… the power of the music of the night…” right in front of you? OMG.
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2006

Claire Mak

The District Rotaract Awards Presentation 2018-19 cum District Rotaract Installation 2019-20 took place on a gloomy Sunday morning of 18th
August 2019 at Yasumoto International Academic Park of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Rotary Club of Tai Po was represented by
President KF, PDG Anthony, PP Peter and DDRC Claire. Rotaract Club of Tai Po was attended by outgoing President Scarlet, Incoming President
Henry and Past Presidents Gabriel, Maxine and Gary. Rotaract Club of Wu Yee Sun College sent along President Leo and IS Director YJ.

Like in past years, and as the name suggests, the ceremony consisted of two
parts. The first is the recognition of the achievements of the past year and
presentation of major awards to those clubs with outstanding projects. But
unlike past years, RAC Tai Po was actually shortlisted for 2 major project
awards and, to the ecstasy of those within the Tai Po family, emerged winner
of Outstanding Project Award International Service (Community–based).
Congratulations Scarlet and team. All your efforts paid off. Well done!

After all the cheers and swelling of emotions came
the second part: the official change-over of all the
important people at District Rotaract. There were
exchanges of encouraging words and reinvention of
hopes and aspirations for the new teams to Connect
the World in the coming year. We witnessed the
passing of the Rotaract Bell; and in the presence of
Governor Wilson Cheng and District Youth
Committee Chair Eugene Fong, a relaxed Menza Chu
handed over the Rotaract Chair sash to DRC Anita
Chan; while a steady Fergus Tse passed on his DRR
sash to an emotional Tomson Chow.

The incoming teams
(Rotarians and Rotaractors)
also took an oath to serve
Rotaract to the best of their
ability. Best wishes to all
those involved in Rotaract
in the coming year! The
future looks bright even
though it rained and then
poured right after the
ceremony!
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“Spicy or Not?” Theme Night
30 August 2019

Wilson Lam

The first theme night, Spicy or Not? was held
on the last Friday of August. In fact, all members
and guests were crazily happy. There were over
50 participants for the night including members
and their families and friends.

The table settings were divided by
number of chili. The more the chili
count, the spicier is the food as
served. Luckily, we can have the fruit
tea to even out the spiciness. An
extremely spicy chili (240+) sauce
was served but not many of us dared
to try. Those who tried were really
brave and punched by the intense
spicy heat and sweat out for the
night.
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Games and karaoke were
parts of the theme night. Yet,
the beer contest was unusual
with chili inside.
How was the taste?

Although we have singer from outside, the performances of members and guests can be described as
professional. Members and spouses sang their favourites 飲歌. We were deeply motivated by the singings.
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To our surprise, PP
William has sewn two
big chili stuff props by
himself. Everyone loved
to have photos with
them.

Thanks to all team members PP Wilson, PP William, IPP Patrick, PDG Kenneth, PP Roger, Danny and
Christie. Especially PP William and his family for the chili stuff props, IPP Patrick and Danny for taking
charge of the games.

We all look forward to the second theme night. What will the theme be?



District Governor’s Visit to Area 6
9 September 2019

Peter Lam
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The second part of meeting consists of the usual riddle 猜謎 game, new members induction by two clubs
RC Kwai Chung and RC of Guangdong-HK-Macau Greater Bay Area, and September birthday stars
celebration. Our members led by PP Roger did submit all our riddle game written answers quickly but too
bad we failed in one question and so could not advance further to claim any prize.
There was one new event held during the meeting which was the signing of the two Connected Clubs

DG visit to Area 6 clubs was held on 9 September at Royal Plaza Hotel, Mongkok.
Before the joint dinner meeting, clubs had their private meetings with DG and his
team and our club was assigned the good time slot of having the private meeting
from 5:50 to 6:10 pm so our club officers did not have to arrive at the venue too early.
The dinner meeting was a big party with well over 160 attendants as our Area 6 now
consists of a total of 12 clubs with the addition of two new clubs, namely RC of Kwai
Ching (葵青扶輪社) and RC of Guangdong-HK-Macau Greater Bay Area (粵港澳大灣區扶

輪社). Our club attendants stood at 18 but we only managed to occupy one table
plus two seats as our two PDGs and President KF sat separately in the two VIP tables. As usual there was
brief club reports and DG Wilson Cheng’s keynote speech which was also kept quite brief yet inspiring.
Dinner was able to start on-time, much to the delight of all attendants!

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) by
RC HK Sunrise and new club RC of
Guangdong-HK-Macau. Greater Bay Area
The ceremony was chaired by our PDG
Kenneth Wong and PDG HW Fung who are
the co-chair of District Membership
Committee this year. They briefly explained
this new concept from our district to
encourage new clubs to get “connected” or
tie-up with other older clubs so as to
combine resources and strengthen their club.
The night ended with one more riddle game
on stage which our club participated but lost.
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The 22nd Installation Ceremony of the Rotaract Club of Tai Po cum
Tai Kwun VIP Tour Visit 

7th September, 2019
Henry Yau, President, Rotaract Club of Tai Po

Installation 

I have great pleasure and honour to present to
you the next generation of young people who
are willing to commit themselves into active
community service and personal development
in the coming 2019/20 year. At the installation
event on the 7th of September, I presented this
year’s theme – “Building Trust, Bridges, &
Connections” – as it echoes the District’s
mission of “Rotary Connects the World” and
strives to create a platform for young people to
engage with societal needs in their local
communities.
To begin, I want to thank Mother Club for
giving me the opportunity and support to
take up the role of President. I also want to
thank my predecessor Scarlet Li, who has
worked tirelessly to build up RACTP’s strong
foundation for the past year. Her work ethic,
passion, and commitment have set an
example for me to follow, and I very much
appreciate her staying as External Vice-
president and continue to support this year’s
team.
As President, I have given the RACTP a greater focus by establishing its vision, mission, and motto for the
year, and by doing so, position ourselves better in our communication and activities in the years ahead.
With 9 members joining the Board, we planned meticulously by centering our activities within the
traditional 4 pillars of service avenues. To highlight, we are going to embark on a Road Building
Programme at Fung Yuen Butterfly Reserve, and SEN Project Phase II in May 2020. In addition, the Board
has also committed in liaising with other NGOs in Hong Kong, such as Inclusive Impact and HKGMTA in
providing professional development for members.
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All in all, RACTP has been
strengthened with experience,
maturity, and passion over the
past 3 years, and I certainly
have faith in moving this
organisation forward with
interesting, bolder, and more
impactful events in the
coming year ahead. Your
presence, support and advice
are very important for us, so
please join us in our
adventures ahead!

Prior to the installation in the afternoon, the Club
also organised a special VIP tour at Tai Kwun for
members of the Club and their family and friends.
Tai Kwun - the Centre of Heritage and Arts, has over
160 years of history, watched over the Central
Business District of Hong Kong and its transformation

Tai Kwun Private Tour

The one-hour private tour, usually
organised for VIPs and well-known
organisations, was provided for the
Club and 24 of us navigated different
corridors of history and learnt about
the fascinating stories of prison
escapes and various intrigues of the
former Central police station. The
Club service has offered a different
experience for our members, and
provided a wonderful opportunity for
us to learn more about our city’s
history with our family and friends.

from a small colonial trading port into a global metropolis of Asia. Having used
to serve as a one-stop government compound as a police station, magistrate
court, and Victoria prison, the historically obscured site underwent a major
renovation funded by the Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust and
transformed into a welcoming place for visitors to enjoy a piece of city’s history
via its heritage, art galleries, performing arts spaces, shops, bars and restaurants.
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12 August 2019 – Assistant Governor’s Visit

Assistant Governor Brendon Wong
dutifully discussed the Presidential
Citation and all that our club has to look
out for when planning services and
activities in the coming year. AG shows a
good understanding of our club and our
culture and was very encouraging.

At the Happy Sharing session, Ryan Yu,
son of Rtn. CM and Joan, brought us on
a tour around his university as he
recounted some of the more memorable
moments with his dorm-mates.

Alaric Yim made use of the Happy
Sharing session to give a quick
introduction of himself and his year in
Dresden, Germany by showing us his
dorm, the university compound as well
as sharing with us not only his daily
routines but his visions of life and
happiness. He is really a chip off the old
block, right PP William and Bebe?

Angel Tang’s Happy Sharing put
proud parents PP Louis and Margie
on the edge of their seats as they had
no idea what she would be saying.
They were visibly relieved and glad
after they have heard out Angel’s
thoughtful and mature recount of
her days in the UK.

PP Louis was the lucky winner of an
ionie Portable Personal Air Purifier
given out by PP Claire for raffle draw.
Daughter Angel was so happy for him.

A couple of more days to their big
days, so everyone wished PP
Louis and also Rtnn. Bebe happy
birthday!

26 August 2019
Wing Chun Master Mr. Anthony Mok
gave effective demonstration about
Wing Chun and You: Training for
Quick Reactions and Applications詠春詠春詠春詠春
與你與你與你與你 -快速反應及應對訓練快速反應及應對訓練快速反應及應對訓練快速反應及應對訓練. Our Danny

and Wilson were easily warded off.
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Law Ka Ping and Eugene Chow of HK
Children & Youth Services gave a wrap-
up report about our long-time dance
project “Step Up Infinity”.

August Birthday celebration:
many happy returns Wilson,
Henry, KF, Bebe and Louis!

2 September 2019

Audience were attentive when Mr.
Jacky Luk 陸振球 spoke on the current

topic “How to invest in Slowbalisation?
「慢球化」如何投資?“

PP Ron gave an interesting Vote of 
Thanks.

IAC Taipo Schools President Sandy Cheung recounted to us her experiences
at the International Understanding Trip to Osaka. The team also promoted
the upcoming Carnival.

Young Sara, Sharon and Chloe
shared with us their Manila
experience of visiting Rotary Club
of Makati San Lorenzo.

It’s Rtnn. Alice AGAIN! She won
the raffle gift of a bottle of
whiskey given out by Rtn. Danny.

Hopefully the Ultrasonic Aroma
Diffuser given out by PE Sally Luk for
raffle draw and won by PP Louis Tang
does perform a calming effect.

PP Natalie and PDG Anthony were
the respective lucky winners of the
extra raffle gifts from Rotary Club
of Makati San Lorenzo.

Incoming and outgoing RAC Tai Po
presidents Henry Yau and Scarlet Li
promoted their upcoming Installation
and club service of Tai Kwun Visit.

Ms. Viola Chow came to brief us
on the new SEN Project.



Date Time Event Venue

21 SEP
(SAT)

9:00 a.m 2019-20 Public Image Seminar Regal Hongkong Hotel, 88 
Yee Wo Street, Causeway 
Bay, Hong Kong

21 SEP
(SAT)

7:00p.m. International Peace Night Dinner Regal Kowloon Hotel., 71 
Mody Road, TST East

23 SEP
(MON)

7:00 p.m. Regular Meeting
Speaker: Mr. Jang Song Chol,
Topic: Unveiling North Korea

Choi Fook Royal Banquet, 
13/F, Auto Plaza, 
65 Mody Road, TST East

7 OCT
(MON)

RC Taipei 71st Charter Celebration
Attire: Formal – any pattern with 
flowers

Grand Ballroom, 3/F Grand 
Hyatt Hotel, 2 Songshou
Road, Xinyi District, Taipei

14 OCT
(MON)

7:00 p.m. Regular Meeting
Speaker: Ms. Yuki Wong
Topic: Communication Skills of the 
Post 80s 八十後的溝通技巧

Fincher Room, KCC,
10 Cox’s Road, Jordan
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Perfect Attendance
PATRICK FONG, 
ANTHONY HUNG, 
NATALIE KWOK, 
PETER LAM, 
WILSON LAM, 
DANNY LAU,  
SALLY LUK, 
CLAIRE MAK,

1st
4
6th
8th
10th
17th

21st

PETER LAM
KENNETH WONG
WILSON LAM
DENNIS LO
DANNY LAU
CLAIRE MAK
NATALIE KWOK
PATRICK FONG
VIKKY TAM

#rctaipo

The editorial board
Claire Mak
Peter Lam

Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to 
clairerctp@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to
edit articles for length and
clarity.

to say?
Got SomethingSASHA CHU,

PEARL DANG, 
SINCERE YIP, 
CHRISTIE LIN ZHENG

Average attendance: 74.3%
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71.00%

72.00%

73.00%

74.00%

75.00%

76.00%

77.00%
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12-Aug-
19

26-Aug-
19

30-Aug-
19

ARMSTRONG SHEA, 
ROGER SO, 
KF TAM, 
LOUIS TANG, 
HENRY WANG, 
KENNETH WONG, 
FRANKIE WU, 
WILLIAM YIM


